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This study came about as the result of a suggestiou by a
former teacher. Dr. Earl A. Moore and my own leeling that I
had been mistaken in my conception of what happened in English
dramatic development in the middle of the seventeenth century.
Apparently research on this matter had not been extensive and a
need for clarification existed.
I have relied chiefly on the sources from the Joint Univercity
Library at Vanderbilt University. Nashville, Tenneesee, ad the
'41:testern Kentucky State. Collepe Library; and I wri Rh tr, thank the
"librarians of these two institutions for their services.
I especially want to express my appreciation to my graduate
committee composed of bass Frances Richards, Mrs. Ruth Fuller
and Dr. Willson E. Wood for reading my manuscript and offering
their suggestions, to Mrs. Frances Dixon for loan of materials and
encouragement, and to my husband, Eddie H. Pfingston, whose
pa•ticnce LI.r.LI help have made this study possible.
A c _ tribute goes to my advisor. Dr. Willson E. Wood,
who has guided me throughout the study. I deeply appreciate his
continued iiiterest, his p.z.tience. his criticism, and his guidance
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There are three outstanding periods in Englieh drama: The
Elizabethan (1576-1642), The Restoration (1660-1707), and The
Contemporary (1892- ). High school English litelature textbooks,
in general, leave the impression that the Restoration period was like
none other in English literary history in its debauchery. In one widely
used high school textbook is found the following statement:
In 1642 Parliament passed an order that all public
theate.r.=be cloa,=-4. With thc Restoraticr of the
mcnarchy in 1660, the theaters were opened. The
first plays were a far, far cry from the grandeur
of the Elizabethan dramas. Generally spciaking,!, the
plays were coarse and even irarnoral. The pendulum
had made a complete awing from the pious period of
the Commonwealth, when the theater was banned, to
the Restoration, when licentiousness flourished in
the theater.
In another equally popular textbook, these statements are made:
With the Restoration of the Stuarts, the playhouses
were alive after almost twenty years of silence.
But the old Elizabethan dramas were out of style.
Plays based on French models were in great cicmanda
_ortunately, the new group ci playwrights, while
imitating Moliere, generally exaggerated the worse
1
Matilda Bailey and LT1lin V/. Leave11 (eds. ), The IVorId of Our
En(Huh, lieritare (Cincinnati: lanerica.n 13ooic Corapazy, 1956), IV, 366.
2
elements of French comedy. Their plays were
always worldly, frequently witty and usually
indecent.
Observation and comparison of the two periods are made by Priestly
and Spear.
The theater came back with the Restoration, but
it was very different from the Elizabethan theater.
It was the theater of the court, the nobility, the
men of fashion.
The Restoration era is further characterized by a later edition of one
of these textbooks in the following manner:
When Charles II in 1660 set up his gay courts, ...
Courtiers wrote Licentious and unbridled verse.
The theaters were reopened, and the e:litiering,
comedien were all the mane. Their principal
subject was the battle between the sexes,
and cynically treated. Grace seemed more
important than goodness; manners cutwcighed
morals.'
These textbooks lead one to believe that the plays written for the
reopened theaters were novel in being written fcr dissipated audiences
to enjoy. This popular rnisconcention has been passed on to ctudents by
high school and college teachers. I thought for many years that the
drama of the Restoration was unique in the kind and amount of naughtiness
2
Rewey t'elle Inclis, et al., Adventures in Eneli3h Literature 
(Chicago: Harcourt. Brace anu Company, 19i0), IV, 2.05.
3
J. B. PTiefty and Josephine Speer (ede. ). Aclventures in Enelish
Literture (Chicarn: hzrcourt. Brace and World, inc., iVt...S), IV, .16.
4
Rewey Belle Inrlis, et al., Adventure° in rr.-oish Literatur*




presented, and I am sure that many others got the same idea from the
vague or misleading teachers and textbooks. When I suspected that I
was wrong, I determined to make an accurate comparative study to
find the truth. Questions which occurred to me included the following:
How different are they from the dramas written in the period before the
theaters closed and from those written in the period after the theaters
were reopened? Did the Puritan interim greatly alter the basic concept::
of the dramatist and his audience? Did the drama do a reversal—did the
beautiful butterfly weave the cocoon and the lowly worm emerge eighteen
years later? Or was the grcundwork for the Restoration licentiousness
laid by the pre-Cromwellian playwrights? Is there any indication that
the late Elizabethans, Shalc.ec,pearele successors, sneered at morality?
These are the questions to be answered by research.
The original plan for research was to make a comparative stur:y
of plays written in the twenty year span before the theaters closed and in
the twenty year period after the theaters reopened--a comparative stuay
of Jacobean and Restoration drama. •However, the availability of play
copies Limited the number of plays read and the authors used. There-
fore, the twenty year plan proved to be quite cumbersome, an the plays
were reduced roughly to a twelve year period. The subject for research
then became "A '7.omparative Study Gf Caroline and Restoration Drarna."
The later Eliza‘bethauis, not only did not reach the great dr.a1;17:tic
heights of the early Elizabethans, but their plays were immoral and
al/
-•-•-•-••••ftor...--.
- • * •
1
4
filled with indecent language. Many of the plays written from /632 to
1672 are out of print or in guardod collections, and are not readily ac-
ceseible to the reading public. Therefore, copies of plays written by the
late Eliza.bethans, more correctly called the Caroline
5
 dramatists, are
difficult to obtain today because they are not read or produced on the
atege. The ta..-1 ,e is true of the Restoration plays, which fall into the
confines of the desimated period for research. Plays or the later
Restorztion a.re available, but with the exception of Dryden, the works
of the early Reetors.tion writers are extremely scarce. However, "it is
often the lesser work which gives us the surest clues to the genera tone
6
of an ago."
Two plzys by the same author were
The final Felection of eighteen plays--ten
was made on availability. .Six comedies,
desired, but Lt alwayt obtained.
Caroline and seven Restoration--
three tragedies, and one tragi-
comedy were the Caroline plays chosen for study. The Restoration list
incluciss four cc-medics, two hercic-dramas, one burlesque, and one
tragedy.
The final list cf Caroline pidys includes late comedies by Ben
Jonson: A Tzle of a Trh (1633). which concerns Tub and his efforts to
5
Because of their adherence to Charles I, the Cavalier writers
arc sometimes callt2 tht poets--a narne derived from Carclua.
the Latin form of C..harles.
6
/....lardyce Nicoll, British Drama (New York: Barnes and Nob)e,
Inc.. 1946). p.
5
get married and shows Jonson's "satiric spirit. "
7 
and The Magnetic Lady
(1633), a "continuation and conclusion of a series of comedies of humor
8
which began thirty-five years before." Shirley's contributions are his
popular Hyde Park (1632).9 whose "characters and setting constitute a
marvelously realistic picture of the fashionable life of Shirley's day. "
10
and which was read for the fashionable gossipy talk of the day. and The
Lady of Pleasure (1635). called "the jewel in [Shirley's] charming
cluster of comedies."11 The Ball (1632), the joint production of George
Chapman and Shirley, got its name from a private entertainment for
amusing ladies and gentlemen called Tho Lail. The Guardian (1642), by
Abraham Cowley, which completes the list of comedies used. was "one
of the last pli:_ys to be presented at the universities before the Long
21Parliament laid a heavy hand UDC.,11 theatrical performances everywhere.' 
7
John W. Ashton (ed.), Trees of English Drama  (New York:
The Macmillan Company, 194,), p. 205.
8
AsMey H. Therndike, "Ben Janson." The Carnbrid7e .Y..story of
English Literature (Cambridge: University Press, 191A, Vi, 26.
9
Edmund Gosse, "Introduction," James Shirle- in "The Mermaid
Series," (London: T. Fisher Unwin, Ltd., 1933). p. ›nc.
10
Arthur Huntington Nason, James Shirley Drarnattet (New York:
Arthur H. Nasen, 1915), p. Z.
141
Gosse, sz cit.. p.
C.r.arlee Gayley and Alwin Thaler (eds. ), Fenreser.tative
,Enrlieh . Conlecliee (New York: Macmilliui, 1936). IV, 6.
•
6
Sir William D'Avenant, always a. go-between because he was a tran-
sitional writer, wrote the tra.gi-cornedy The Platonii: Lovers (1635), which
expounded the new theory of platonic love. Among the tragedies is John
Ford's The Broken Heart (1633), considered by "many critics his strongest
play, "
13 
and full of the melancholy of unhappy love and suffering virtue.
Another of his powerful but "decadent tragedies"14 is 'Tis Pit- She's a
Whore (1633), a moving and tender play about incestuous feelings of a
brother s...nd a sister.
Here is a love of the flesh that touches the
spiritual, an ardor that is unsullied by the _
courtley sensual wit of Suckling and Carew.
The other tragedy on the list is Phillip Massinger's The Maid of Honour
(1632) about a true heroine who incarnates virtue, love, and ham. r.
John Dryden's comedy Sir 1,':.a.rtin ( 1667) was the first
Restoration comedy selected. Sir Martin Mar-all's 'alunclers were ex..
16
hibited for thirty-three nights in the theater and four times at court.
13
Be.njaznin Griffin Brawley, A Short History of En-dich Drama 




Robert Ornstein, The Moral Vision of Jacobean Traedy
(1.1adisock: The University of ..'iconsin t-reks, p.
16
Walter Scott (ed.). The 'Works of John Dryden (London; printed





The Rehearsal (1671), a burlesque by George Villiers, The Duke of
Buckingham, was chosen particularly because it satirized over fifteen
heroic dramas with John Dryden being the main subject of satire. The
three remaining comedies were written by William Wyc'nerley and the
"female Wycherley, "
17 
Mrs. .Aphra Behn. They are Wycherley's ribald
itnd libertine 4;ornedy, The Country Wife (1672), called the "most bestial
play in all literature, "18 and Love in a \Vood (1671), which is "grovellingly
indecent, "
19 
and Mrs. Behn's The Dutch Lover (1672), in which all the
formulae and properties of sex are exploited.
D'Avenantta The Unfortunate Lovere (1668), named for the un-
fortunate lead characters, and Dryden's The Indian Queen (1664) and
T." - r c f3.665), both of arc supposc:.3  placc
liceizico and are concerned with Montezuma, are the three Restoration
tragedies selected.
Much confusion concerns the dates of these plays. Sometimes the
date given is the year in which the play was written, sometimes the publish-
ing date, and sometimes the performance date. Usually there is no dis-
tinction as to which one of the three is The dates used in this
IT
David Patrick, Chambers Cyclonaedia of F.nr.liEll Literature
(Edinburgh: W. and R. Chambers Limited, 1906), II. 68.
14
Gayley and Thaler, cn. cit., I', .2(.115.
19
William Archer, The CIO Drama and the New (Boston: Small.
Manard and Company. 1924).p. 193.
8
research are the ones which were found associated with thc plays the
greatest number of times.
































incident of blood shed*
promiscuity*
dueling and fighting*
This list, including several other items which have been dropped,
wee made '0 p from suqrestione•made by teachers, by my advisor, and by
rome preliminary reading. The starred items proved most vt.luable for
this study.
Various critical opinions of the two periods were read and analyzed.
and critiques of the plays chosen for study were read, if available.
The consensus of the criticisms, however, had no particular bear,-
ing on the conclusions reached. The conclusions were to be my own.
ZO
based on what I found in the plays.
ZO




The seventeenth century, which embraces both the Elizabethan
and Restoration periods of drama, is in many ways a most amazing
epoch. Paying his respects to Shakespeare at one end and to Swift at
the other, Anardyce Nicoll succinctly comments on the period:
Between Shakespeare and Swift is a deep chasm,
at first right apparently without a solitary point
of connection between one ba.n-k and the other. On
closer view, however, it is seen that this chasm
I. bridzeci by innumerable links in a continued
chain of development. There is certainly a chrono-
le;,"c,1 the of the century in
the Puritan domination, which extended frcrn 161,2
to 1660. Nevertheless, even this chronological
break, serious as it appears, will be found to have
exercised comparative1y
21 
slight influence on the de-
velopment of li'terature. 
Mr. Nicoll's statement is certainly contrary to a popular con-
ception that the Restoration drama developed Its lusty ways all by itself--
perhaps, it had help from its neighbors the French but none, according
to this conception, from its predecessors, the Elizabethans.
A number of prominent critics have insisted that althou;h the
Restoration dramatists made general use of materiLl derived from
21
cn. cit., p. 101.
10
Moliere's drama, their work differs markedly from Moliere's purpose
and spirit and should be judged si--nply as an "independent growth spring-
ing from the impulse of English Restoration Society to view itself upon
the stage. "
22
Therefore, according to Mr. Palmer. the new comedy
marks "rather a revolution than a development." and its indebtedness
13
to early English corned}, is of very slight importance.
Since there is some disagreement here, it becomes necessary to
do further etuCy. In order to see what influence, if any, the Late
Elizabethans, or more specifically the Caroline dramatists, had on the
Restoration dramatists, it is necessary to see what actually was happen-
ing in England. No true understanding of any dramatic age is possible
without some formulated conception of the spectators for whom the
particular plays were written and of the historical background of the
period.
In Elizabeth's time, the drama was viewed by all classes of people:
the gallants on the stage, the unfortunates in the pit, and the lords and
ladies in their boxes. The dramatist had to please both the humble
masses arid the nobility. Moore believes that drama thrives best as in
the Elizabethan Age when the ruling classes are not out of touch witli
22,
John Palmer, The Comedy of Manners  (London: G. Bell and




With the coming of James I, a new fashion had come in. Gradually
year by year, the playhouses became the particular haunts of the king
and the nobility. As the breach between Puritan and Cavalier grew, the
commoners and middle class citizens steadily left the theater, and the
London stage moved under the sway cf the court aristocracy.
Their tastes discouraged the use of native
bourgeois atmosphere. Flays appealed more
to the decadent Stuart Court and less to the
whole nation.25
"Interest in love became the pro-occupation with Wats, sex, and
the social code. "
26 
Love, particularly passionate and illicit love, had
come to dominate the minds of the playwrights and apparently the thinking
of the audiemce. Arch er 6W-es tl,=t- to 01.-
Elizabethan public, an ounce of sexual suggestion
was worth a pound of psychological analysis or
moral casuistry. 27
A comparative survey of the women of Shakespeare and Shirley or
Massinger shows how rapidly the moral character of the English stage
•
24
John Robert Moore (el.), Representative Enr4lish Dramas




Pcbert Morse Lovett, Chief  Patterns of 'tVcrld  nrarna
(Cambridge: Houghton Mifflin Company. p. 367.
27
Archer, 07.. cit.. p. 100.
12
changed. Maeeineer etooted to "low taates of the vulgar minds whom it
was his busii.ess to amuse. "28 "The younger generation demanded
sexual stimulation, and this Massinger's pla.ye provided, "29 while
"Shirley proved his ready associate. "
30 
Ford, noted for "cold-blooded
villainy and absolute lack of restraint, "
31 
and others sank to the moot
disgusting and nauseating of sexual emotions32 with carnal images and
suggestive sensuality.
"Themea became sensational or melodramatic; incest was more
than once a dominating motive."
33
Ford's "1- s Pity  She's a Whore
(1633) is a tragedy of incestuous love. There was an "abscence of moral
standards, a disregard of moral values"
34 
in this period of drama before
the theaters cloned.
Nicoll showe that the revenge play was an exceedingly popular type,
28
Richard Garnett and Edmund Gosse,, Enrlish Literature
(New York: The Macmillan Company, 1923), 11, 52.
29
George Sampson, The Concis* C:arnbridr•e History of English,
Literature (Cambridge: liniverEity rress, 1961), p. 317.
30
Illardyce Nicoll, Read-L.-Iris from Brititth Drama (New York:
Thomas Y. Crowell, 1923), p. 98.
31
Brawley, OP. cit., p. 119.
32
Nicoll, British Drama, p. 163.
32
13raw1ey, en. cit., p. 90.
34
Willi:1-n Vaughn Moody and Robert Morre Lovett, A History of
Enrlish Literature (New Yorh: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1916. p. 156.
•11.
13
chiefly because it gave vent to bloody scenes and thrilling emotions.35
In this age, new endeavors were made to find novel and shocking means
to thrill the audience. Ford, a "dramatist of power and importance but
of unmistakable decadence, "
36 
used revenge in "the last great romantic-
tragedy of the seventeenth century,'r37 The Broken Heart (1633). In this
tragedy, Ford used a "strange device—property chair or 'engine' so
constructed that one who sits on it is immediately imprisoned and made
fast."38
Iv.:a.ssinger in many ways pointed toward the rhetoric of the
Restoration heroic dramas.
39 
Love, passionate, chaste, and licentious,
added to the usual disquisitions upon morality and virtue, fills The Maid
of Honour (163Z). Nicoll has pointed out that stock situations r-nd stock
characters of the Carr; line tragedies are apparent in this Massinger
a.
tragedy.
Moreover„ with D'Avenar.t's The Platonik Lovers (1635), the
Nicoll, British Drarna, p. 99:
36
Alor70 C. FLail and Leonard B. Hurley (eds.), Outlines tif
F.nglish Literature (New York: D. C. Heath and Company. 1930), p. 8Z.
37
Charnbere, .22. cit., p. 48L
3S









the whole courtly taste.






standards, the purely romantic tragi-comedy tended to move into the
world of heroic drEma. "In the platonic sentiment• we come very close
44
to the spirit of Dryden."
The new cult of honor, alai of platonic love, made its way into
England with the coming of the French Queen of the Lnglish Charles 1.
45
Charles II also patronized love and honor drama and gave the tone to
46
Sir WiLliam D'Avenant, often called the real link between the old
and new, built up the love and honor tradition which formed the basis of
4'i
the Restoration tragedy. He had written dramas in which the
ealted inspiration of love and honor made itself
felt; they were put on the IZestoration stages and




Charles Grosvenor Osr,00d. The Voice of Enclard (New York.;
Harper and Brothers, Publishers. 1935). p. 71.
4S
Fflix Emmanuel Schelling (ed.). Typical Elinahethas
Pla3rwric7hts (New York: Harper and Brothers, 19), p. Z81.
44
N:coll, British Dr;..ma., p. 42.
45
Felix Emmanuel Schel1in7 (ed.), Typical Elizabethan ?lays.
New York: Harper's 0261, p. 371.
46
47
Nicoll, British Drama, p. 225.
Brawley, on. cit.. p. 131.
48




In Restoration comedy, however, love and honor became a mere play of
49wit.
It it generally agreed that Ben Jansonic influence extended into the
Restoration period. His influence lived and reasserted itself as a classic
force in the drama of the Restoration period.
50
Metcalf calls Jonscm 'the
forerunner of the brilliant comedy ef manners of the Restoration period. "
51
Professor Schelling etates that Jonson's comedy of manners dominated
English comedy for nearly three centuries.
52
Most important of all Jenson added the ccmedy of
manners or humours, as he called it, to the forms
of the English drama. It was this satirically
heightened picture of contemporary life handled
with a restraint and finish ultimately traceable to
classical examples that survived on the sta3e after
tho Restoration in the comedies of D'Avenant,
Dry-den, Ethereee and Vaz-Zerwh. In a word,
Jon eon gave to the lz.Lter crania one of its two_
permanent types.
In every kind of drama, "all realistic comedy owes its influences
and reminiecencee of its most effective scenes and types of characters
49
Charles Mills Gayley (ed.), Pei:presentative Enelish Dramas
(New York: Macmillan Company, 1914, Ill, 546.
50
Hall, . cit., p. 70,
51
John Calvin Metcalf, Enelish Literature (Richmond: Johnson
Publishing Corr:pa...my, 1930), p. lol.
52




to Jonson's comedy of humours model. "
54
Jonson's "humors" are abstracts of the age; his figures symbolize
this er that type of man, or this or that corruption. Comedy, in both
eras, thus poured scorn on the Puritans as did Cowley's The Guardian 
(1642), hit illicit love affairs in William Wycherley's The Country Wife
(1672), and ridiculed the conceited fops as in Shirley's The Ball (1632),
Dryden's Sir Martin Mar-all (1667), and Wycherley's Love in a Wood
1671). Even jonson's "failures or partial successes. "
55 
The Ma,ernetic
Lady (1632) and A Tale of a Tub (1633), show the same rich picture of
contemporary mariners and satiric spirit.
"Jsznes Shirley provides the link between Jonson and the
Restoration. "
56 
Nicoll calls Shirley the last great poet of the
10:Elizabethan" era, but laments the fact that he "exhibits comedy, pathos,
high poetry, wit, indelicacy, coarseness, rhetorical sentiment, and
decadent happenings. "
57 
Apparently he pasted these qualities on to the
next generation of playwrights..
Hyde Park (1632), The Ball (1632), written with George Chapman.
and The Lady of Pleasure (1635) are three of the ten comedies of mermen,
54
Thorndike, op. cit., p. 28.
55
Ibid., p. 6.
Sir FuJ Earvey (c::. ), The 0-..:ford Cornnanion to ‘12r_clish ,
Literature (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1934), p. 738.
57Nicoll, British Drama, pp. 140-141.
17
58which „Tames Shirley, "the prophet of the Restoration," wrote.
... in Hyde Park (163Z) and The Lady of Pleaeure
(1633) 1.16i--icnal:de manners are described with a
charm of appreciation and a freshness of enthusiasm
which bring Shirley nearer than any of the other
great writers of the 7=aizabethan school to the standards
and the spirit of Restora.on comedy. 59
Gayley agrees that "Hyde Park and The Ball depended for their
effect on their picture: of strictly contemporary manners." "Perhaps,"
he also states, "had there been no direct French influence, this sort of
.play would have been re-crea.tell and developed in the Restoration.' 
60
But he does not seem to agree with Archer concerning the Elizabethan
influence in the Restoration era,
The manuals are in the habit of riving us to
understand that the spirit of the Restoration drama
was imported by Charles I from France, and
surge sting that its cynicism and grossness were
of GLic crigia. The :French comedy of the period
was remarkably free from these vices. English
comedy, on the other hand, inherited them from
another age; and they seem all the more offensive
because society had in the meantime put on an air
of outward polish. The grossness of the early
seventeenth century was nail, primitive, racy;
the grossness of the late seve,nleenth century was
deliberate, cynical, corrupt.
58
Nason, 22. cit., P. 1.
59
Kathleen M. Lynch, The Sccial Mode of the Restoration (sewYork: The Macmillan Compani, 192.6), p. 101.
60
Cayley, 22. cit., /II, 545.
61








Metcalf, however, eupports Archer in he opinion that the realistic
prose of Hyde 13:-....rk and The Lady of Pleasure, reflects "the fashionable
talk cf London society, and resembles that of the later brilliant but
1I6a
corrupt Restoration Comedy of Maaners.
Moody believes that it would take "only a slight change here and
there in Hyde Park to convince us that we are among the gallants and
dames of Charles 11 or even Queen Anne. 
,,€3
In the more popular The
Lady of Pleasure, Nicoll finds Ceiestina with her Caroline heroine
featurer, an interesting study of a woman typical of the later comedies."
Legouis and Cazarnian state that Lady Bornwel/ is the prototype of more
than one comedy of the succeeding age.
65
 Sheridan, who came along
inuch not to borr.ow Te^zIo"
66
01 A.
Thuile from The Lad- of Pleasure. Shirley's "finest work. "
67 
The Lady
of Pleasure, however, "was marred by an indecent tone, "
68 
but it does
offer incontrovertible proof that a new trend of mirroring the beau monde
62
Metcalf, ep. L. p. 166.
63
64
Moody, 2.E. cit.. p. 156.
Nicoll, British Dri rna, p. 166.
65
Emile Lerouis and Louis Cazarnian, A History of Ent-liels,
Literature rev: York: The Macmillan Cornpar.y. p. 513.
66
Schelling, Elizabethan idlr_vwrirhts. p. 265.
67
 Patrick. cp. cit.. p.
6s 
Brawley, o'D. cit., p. 121.
34.
69
  set in hciore ti-e Civil War. Apparently not a few of his critics
h3.ve believed that Shirley carried forward the movement which
70
culminated in the Restoration Congreve.
Lamb regarded "The Cutter of Coleman Street (1666) as a link
19
between the comedy of Fletcher and Congreve";
71 
nevertheless, Gayley
is of the opinion that "though in some sense a transitional comedy, it is
.7 2
hardly a link between the Elizabethan and Restoration cornedie "
Abraham Cowley wrote the crude boisterous comedy The Guardian (1642)
while he was a student, but he was never satisfied with this work, which
was one of the last plays to be performed on the Caroline stage. He
revised it during the Commonwealth, and as The Cutter of Coleman Street,
it bec.-....zr.c one of the first to be put on the bour:ls after the theater: ree.pe.nef.l.
A thorough s;.udy shows The Guardian very similar in plot incidents,
characterizations, and dialogue to Sir Martin Mar-all (1667), Love in a•••••••
Wood (1671), and even to The Rivals (1775). Aurelia, the intrigante, in
her lewdness and malice foretells Restoration comedy.
73
 Captain Blade
"is one of those disgusting old ruffians, more popular after the Restoration
69
Lovett, on. cit.. p. 535.
70
Gayley, a: cit., III, xciii.
7112. V. Lucas (ed.), Works of Charles ape.
(New York: reimarn, 1904),—..%
7Z
73






than before the Civil War." Cowley was the first among seventeenth
century dramatists to deride false wit in the spirit of Congreve. 
75
Nearly all the realistic comedies of the Caroline period are marred
by coarseness and vulgarity, thus displaying the evil that was growing in
power throughout these years,
76
 and also showing the way to the time of
Charles II. Life, while decadent, Nicoll points out, "was becoming more
refined inteLlectoPlly; and an approach was being made to Restoration
comedy of manners. "
77 
Never has there been a greater number of works
written, nor a drama so near to the life it mirrored than that of the late
Elizabethans. 
78
A great form of art was being worn thin, and "it finally played
itself out in dissipation and dirt."79 By 1642 the tide was full, ard the
F'uritzns were in control. To avert "the wrath of Cod, " an edict went
forth on September 2, 1642, for the suppression of stage plays. Actors
caught performing were severely vanished. In the reign of the Puritans,
merriment ceased. Charles I was sent to the scaffold, and the rest of
the court sought refuge in France..
74





Lynch, on. cit.. p. 101.
Nicoll, British Dram, p. 167.




Metcalf. 22.. cit.. p. 166.
p. xiit.
21
did not die out under the Puritans--it only slept."
One is inclined tc believe Garnett and Grosse that the declining
art of drama suffered an abrupt and complete extinction after the
breaking out of the Civil War. 
80 
However, after extensive research,
one is more inclined to share Brawley's opinion that "the spirit of drama
81
Perhaps it did not sleep too soundly, for while the Puritans forbade
plays, "entertainments" were not forbidden. D'Avenant, under the pre-
tense of giving "inueic and instruction"
82 
was able to produce The Siege
of Rhodes in 1656, fcur years before the ban was officially lifted in 1660.
•••••••
when the Stuart family was restored to the English throne.
The Stuart king, Charles 11. had been living in exile, where he
had -par.snd years in idleneee, wasting hie energy in drinking asirl vartnten
festivity. V.'ith his return after years of etiff Puritan rule, all re-
strictions were lifted. Immorality was opposed to the intense morality
83
of the Puritans; gaiety took the place of religious restraint. Archer
„84
gives the age the epithet "encyclopedia of loose living.
From the beginning. Rtoration theater took shape as a class
institution.
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elaboration of the comedy of manners."
For the men of title, the city gallants, the
fawning politicians, the ladies of iashion, the
demi-mondaines, the mistress o:: the great, and
the motley crew of male-hangers-on—for all
these, who composed the bull: cf playgoers, the
Court provided a core of existence and formed a
common tie among them. They felt themselves
a perfect microcosm, united by a fixed code of
taste. 85
For thirteen years after the Restoration, one theater supplied
the Deeds of London. The middle class kept away. Because the playhouse
had become a. rather riotous haunt of the upper class, the playwrights,
catering to their public, furthered the "rise of heroic tragedy and the
86
The one appealed to artificial aristocratic
sentiments, on the subject cf honour; the other
reflected the morally vicious, hut intellectually
brilliant atmospher, of the salons and the
chocolate-houses.'
The comedy of intrigue, as well as the comedy of manners, was
the pervading type of Restoraf_icn comedy. "both of which have roots in
the national tradition. "
88 
"The Restoration inherited and grotesquely
outdid some of the vices of the prirniOve 1.2 tz.z.tbethans."
89
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When the theaters reopened in 1660, they were provided with witty
but indecent comedies, 
90 
and the tradition of Caroline drama was present,
particularly in the dramas of Shadwell, Wilson. and Dryden.
91
The very
first of the Restoration type dramas. Etherege's Love in a Tub (1664),
"is a piece of sheer late Elizabethanisrn. "
92 
Legouis observed that
Restoration literature derives chiefly from pre-Commonwealth national
literature, but with a "preference for its most licentious elements. "
93
Eleven years after the reopening of the theaters, the foul-mouthed
Wycherley wrote his Love in a Wood (1671), c.nd a year later, The
Colman,. Wife. which Nicoll calls "indescribably vulgz...r. "
94 
VAcherley's
comedy, in spite of its "mire of animalism, 
1,95 
has undeniable power
and is an improvement over Dryden, D'Avenant, and even the incenious
Mrs. Behn, who has °cite a reputation of her own. V:ycherley "symbol-
izes Restoration comedy, suggests what is full-blooded and lusty about
90
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it, evokes what is lewd. "
96
To say that there is no relationship between Caroline drama and
Wycherley is to ignore facts of research. Withington is assured there
is evidence to show that the Restoration comedy would have developed
much as it did without Moliere, who is accredited with influencing the
. 97
Restoration dramatists a great dezu. "It is true then, in any case, the
Restoration would have produced a comedy not very different from that
which appeared. "
98
What other influences played a part in its
evolution, Restoration drama owed much
after all, to the realistic pattern of comed 9
developed within the Elizabethan tradition.
As Withington further states, even before the war, such plays at: Tl^e
Wild Goose and The Lady of Pleasure pointed the way to Congreve,
100
Wycherley, and other dramatists.
Dryden, for whom the age has sometimes been called, was quite
prolific in all fields of Rest.)r..tion drama—heroic tragedy, tragi-comedy,
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and comedy of manners. Dryden, whom Nicoll calls a "link between the
earlier and later, ',101 still retained something cf the Elizabethan Age in
102
him. Dryden did not like Shirley; "yet Shirley, more than any other
dramatist" of the Caroline period, "approximated to the comedy of
133
manners that Dryden so admired in Etherege, Wycherley, and Congreve."
Dryclen.'s Sir Martin Mar-all is reminiscent of Shirley and Jenson, and
his heroic tragedies were patterned after D'Avenant, who passed on to
Dryden the heroic couplet from France.
While Dryden's heroic dramas were killing their victims and winning
conquests, Restoration drama "reached its peak in the comedy of
manners, "1" which "without its Elizabethan background would be hard
to visu.elize. "
105 
Even the wit, which was EC commonly worshipped in
106
the Restoration plays,was taken from the Elizabethans.
It is to be understood that something of the
past had to survive in the eresent as truly
as something ot the future had been anticipated
101
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and prepared by the men who wrote before
the Ilestora.tion. 
107
On the whole, the Restoration theater continued the 
tradition of
the Renaissance. Although it is true that the progress of
 time intro-
duced external and internal changes, it is quite clear that in
 its general
features the Restoration drama owed much to the late 
Elizabethans. A
preponderance of critical comment indicates that if English
 drama died
In 1642, the Restoration saw a resurrection, with the 
body showing
remarkably little change as a result of the eighteen years 
interment.
Thouh a survey of the critical comments indicate a co
nclusion
about the relation between Caroline and Restoration drama
., no serious
study of this matter would be complete without a compari
son, in detail,
Of Pelre r al plays of one period with similar number fro
m the other.
To make such a comparison, a number of representative de
tails must
be chosen. From the many ;features of Restoration dram
a which are
generally accepted as typical, a fairly large sample will be
 chosen,
ca.tk logued, and counted. The Carolii.c plays will then be e
xamined to
discover the occurrences and frequey of these same features.
107
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CHAPTER III
STUDY OF THE PLAYS
Characters
A quick look at the dramatis personae of the plays studied reveals
the fact that a number of characters are apparently stereotyped; a. lot of
names suggeet occupation or character types, and a good many names
reveal the use of foreign names, particularly Spanish, French, and
Italian. Upon reading these plays, one discovers that there is also
considerable duplication of characters and characteristics.
In both Caroline and Restoration drama, stereotyped names sug-
gesting character types are quite evident, and the number of usages is
nearly ec1 in both periods—twenty-two in Caroline and nineteen ia
Restoration. However, this count concerns only the comedies in the
two periods. Although John Ford states in his character listing of The
Broken Heart (1633) that "the speakers fitted to their qualities, "there
is no notable example of names suggesting character in either Caroline
or Restoration tragedy,
On thc other hand, in Caroline comedy, Janson, the master al
"humors," calls the magnetic lady, Lady Loadstone (The hlarmetie
Lads, 1632), and the unmr_rried mother. Placentia (The Mev-netic Lady).
Probee (A Tale of a Tub. 1633) and Dampity (A Tale of a Tu. who are
JO.
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part of the Chorus, symbolize the young wits and courtiers who feel it
is their duty to probe and damn the plays which they see.
The Lady of Pleasure (1635) offers Fir Thomas Bornwell and Lady
Bornwell. Scentlove (The Lady of Pleasure), Littleworth (The Lady of
Pleasure), and Venture (Hyde Park, 1632) are three of Shirley's gallants.
In The Guardian (16411 Truman and his son are true men, and Colonel
Cutter is a "sharking soldier." Colonel WinfieId's name suggests his
character because he "wins the field" in The Ball (1632).
Since the facts point out that suggestive names are found in both
periods, it is not surprising to find that Wycherley, an outstanding
Restoration playwright in various other ways, is a frequent user of names
to suggest character. In The Country V.rife (1672), all the women but Alithea
and her maid can be listed in this category. Two of the outstanding ones
are Lady Fidget and Lady Squeamish. Pinchwife and Horner, who cuckolds
him and every other married man in the play, reveal their character in
The Country Wife. Dapperwit flutters around My Lady Flippant in Love
in a Wood (1671). Sir Simon Addlepot (Love in a Wood) and Sir levartie
Mar-all (Sir Martin Mar-all, 1667) are supposedly wits, yet seldom show
they have ar.y wit. Warner attempts to keep his master Mar-all on the
right tra.c1c; needless to say, he is unsuccessful. Lady Dupe (Sir 7s.:artiti
Mar-all) triumphs in helping her niece and others dupe their lovers. A
study of the cast list of these Caroline and 7:estoration plays will show
that the ample list riven does not exhaust dl the examples.
29 •
Further similarity in the naming of characters in the two periods
can be observed in Basket-Faits (A Tale of a Tub), who is fond of his
sword, and Drawcansir (The ischearsal, 1671), a vicious swordsman
who enjoys his ability. Hannibal "Ball" Puppy (A Tale of a Tub) is
one of the first Caroline dandieo encountered whose n3..rne reflects Ms
character. His Restoration counterpart is Mr. Sparkish (The Country
Wife).
•••••••••••••••..-
Except for Ben Jonson's propensity for using names to indicate
occupations, the two periods are about equal in their use of occupational
names. In the Caroline perio1 Jon.son used this device to excess.
In The Ma,.- netic  Lady. Compass, a "scholar mathematic"; Practice,
a lawyer; Bias, "a Vi-Pclitic"; and Keep, the nurse, are a few of the
outctancling roan!: exa_rr_voes. Jenson suggested more stereotype
characters im John Clay, the tile-maker, who wishes to marry Avrdery
Tune; Ramis Clench, "farrier and petty constable"; To-Pan, the tinker;
and justice Prearnble--all in A Tale of a Tub. Monsieur Le Frisk (The
Ball), a French dancing master. and Haircut (The Lady of Pleasure),
a barber, are other delihtful stereotypes of the Caroline period. Both
Jockey (Hyde Park) and Captain Blade (The Guardian) of Caroline drama
are self-explanatory.
Restorati drama was not without its suggestive occupation nul.
For instance, Mistress Preparation (Sir 14.-...rtin Mar-all)ic the rnz.id. and





crowned poet laureate with bay leaves. Buckingham also used Fisherman
(The Pelaeareal.), and Wycherley efiered Quack (The Country Wife), a
quack doctor. Only a few of the names suggesting occupations are given
here; however, many other names in both periods could be cited.
Good examples of the close relation between these methods of
naming characters in the two periods are the names used for tailor and
procuress. Mister Needle (The Magnetic Lady) is Jonson's tailor, and
Tom Thimble (The Behea.rsal) is Buckingham's tailor; the Caroline Decoy
(The LeL  of Pleasure) and the Restoration Mistress Joyner (Love in a
Wood) are procuresees.
Not to be overlooked is the great deal of foreign influence to be
noted in the names of characters. Trues it would be inconsistent for a
Greek play to have Pnelish names and background. Moreover, it is note.
w6rthy to mention that none of the tragedies and heroic dramas considered
have an English setting, whereas, all of the comedies in both periods,
with the exception of Mrs. Behn's The Dutch Lover (1673) laid in Madrid,
take place in London or its vicinity. Therefore, all of the serious Plays
show some foreign influence
In the Caroline period, The Broken Heart by John Ford, which take*
place in Sparta, offers the Greek names of Philema. Armostes, Amelus„
and Ithocles. Ford's 'Tis F_Lq• She's a Whore (1633) set in Parma, shows
Italian influence in thc characters of Grimaldi, Giovanni, and Berzetto.
The Maid of Honour (1632) laid in Sicily and Pnlermo also shows Italian
31 •
influence in Roberto, Bertoiclo, Gonzaga* and Fulgentio. Popular
Sicily ifs again the scene of The Platonick Lovers (1635) with Gridonell,
Cactranganio, Arnoldo, and Buonateste.
Tho Italian influence continues in the Restoration tragedy, and
a Spanish trend is also noted. Perhaps the name of D'Avenant's The
Unfortunate Lovers (1668) ie coincidental, but the setting as in Verona.
Some of the Italian names are Grand°lph, Galleotto, Morello, and Rarnpino.
Howard and Dryden's The Indian Queen (1664), in the tradition
of heroic-drama taking place in "far off places of Granada. Mexico,
Peru..., "I°8 was set in Peru. Montezuma, Arnexia, and Ismeron are
various characters. Dryden's individual effort, The /ndian Emperor 
(1665), is laid in Mexico, and some of its characters are the same with
the addition of Cortez, Vasquez. Pizarro, and Almeria. Although the
r
settings of Dryden's heroic-dramas are in Mexico and ..?eru, the in-
fluence is mainly Spanish.
Mrs. Beh.n actually goes to Spain in the comedy The Dutch Lover,
which in addition to a Dutch "lover" involves a Belgian lover. Neverthe-
less, she follows her Spanish format with the Spanish names of Silvio,
Alonzo, Carlo. and Pedro, to name a few.
With the Italian influence appearing in so many of the selections
and Spanish influence coming to the forefront in the Restoration, ft
be
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seems strange that only one of the plays shows any French names—the
Caroline Monsieur Le Frisk (The Ball), the French dancing master.
One expects many more examples, especially in the Restoration, since
one of the theories concerning Restoration dramatic development is
that prominent French influence is apparent. However, foreign influ-
ence here means only foreign name usage. There has been no attempt
to show what trends in foreign drama have influenced the English
playwrights. That is a detailed study in itself.
In all dramatic periods there have been stereotype characters,
and no doubt there will continue to be. The Caroline period had some
characters that were prominent in that period, and they in turn were
pasted on to the Restoration period. Many other character types which
are not peculiar to any particular period show up in these two in an un-
usual abundance. The procaress, the lady of pleasure, and the libertines
are found in other periods, but not as abundantly as in the Caroline and
Restoration comedies.
The procuress, especially, shows the degradation of the plays of
these periods. The jaded audiences liked the procuress, and the
playwrights were eager to please. Shirley's Decoy (The _Lady of Pleasure).,
for example, foreshadows the Restoration Mrs. Joyner (Love in a Wood)
in the same profession. The Restoration characters Olinda and Dorrnicla
(The Dutch L-:'ver) are net in the Decoy or Joyner darr., bu: they do have
a procuring service for their ladies. Dryden's Lady Dupe (Sir Martin
41,
Mar-all) is no procuress, because Christian, her niece, already has a
paramour. Dupe, however, tutors her in the art of lovemaking and in
the art of making her lover pay for Ms pleasure. Wycherley's Mrs.
Crossbite (Love in a 'Wood) is equally anxious for her daughter to be
Alderman Gripe's mistress so that both of them will be provided for.
Placentia (The Mairnetic Lady), who actually gives birth to an
illegitimate child during the action of the play, has Restoration de-
scendants who find themselves in the same condition Christian (Sir
Martin Mar-all) and Mistress Martha Gripe (Love in a Wood).
•••111M=M0.•
The Caroline Lady Bornwell (The  Lady of Pleasure), a model for
many *Restoration characters, always desires to be in fashion and seeks
pleasure and love, in the fullest sense of the. word, in the same way as
Lady Flippant (Love in a Wood). Lady Bornwell uses her procuress
Decoy; Flippant uses Mrs. Joyner; however, they both also solicit on
their own. Lady Bornwell, who is successful at cuckoldry, points the
way for Mrs. Pinchwife (The Country Wife) and Lady Fidget (The Country
Wife) of the Restoration period. Both Margery Pinchwife and Lae,
Barnwell came from the country to enjoy the immoral modes of London
living, but Mrs. Pinchwife did not sell her country estate to finance her
pleasures there as did Lady Bornwell,
Lady Bornwell, Celestina, Isabella. and Marianz. in Lady dr
T--:easure , who snag t in extra verance and licentiousness; Carol, Lady
Bonavent, and Julietta of .Hyde Pall:, who go to the race track to bet and
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look for dandies; Ladies Rosamond and Honoria of The 13z.11, who fre-
quent the ball where courtiers attend; and lewd Aurelia of The Guardian,
who goes in the dark to find a lover, are all close relatives of the
Restoration Lydaa and Flippant of Love in a Wood, who go to the park
looking for intrigue. They are also related to Euphernia and Clarinda
of The Dutch Lover, who send for their lovers to meet them discreetly,
and Lady Fidget, Dar.ity, Squeamish. and Mrs. Pinchwife of The Country
Wife, who are all glad that Horner is not a eunuch.
Celestina (The Lady of Fleasure)and Mistress Bonavent (Hyde Park)
are Caroline widows looking for husbands among the gallants of the town.
The Restoration Lady Flippant (Love in a Wood) is also a widow searching
the gallant's haunts for a hushard.
There can. be little doubt of a definite relationship between tho
character traits found in the women of the Caroline period and their
younger sisters in the Restoration period. The procuress, professional
and non-professional; the unwed mother•; the trollops; the widows; and
the debauched Ladies of pleasure run riot in the plays of both periods.
The men also measure up and add their hit to the naughtiness of the theater.
In Caroline drama, the wits, the libertines, the freelivers, and the
cuckolded husbands all make their ap7earance, and their counterparts
parallel their performances in the Restoration period. The comedies of
the two periods emphasize loose living, of which these characters do not
hesitate to partake.
35
Sir Diaphaneous Silkworm (The Ma7netie Lay). a courtier;
Hannibal "Ball" Puppy (A Tale of a Tub), a Jonsonian fop; a_nd Cowley'a
Puny (The Guardian), a Caroline wit, all point the way particularly to
Dapperwit (Love in a Wood) and the Restoration rakes. Sir Ambrose
Larnount, Sir Marmaduke Travers, Mr. Freshwater, and Mr. Bostock
of The Ball are all echoed thirty years later in the Restoration. The
Caroline gallants of The Lady of Pleasure, Sir William Scentlove, Master
Alexander Kickshaw„ and Master John Littleworth, who flutter around
Lady Bornwell, forecast the fops of Restoration comedy personified in
Love in a Wood by Mr. Ranger, Mr. Vincent, and Sir Simon Addlepot
and in The Country Wife by Mr. Horner and Mr. Sparkish. The type is
also found in Mrs. Behn's Dutch fop, Matinee van Ezel (The Dutch Liover).
Sir Martin Mar-all, in the play of the same name, must not be omitted
from a list of Restoration wits. The Restoration fops are also remi-
niscent of the "amorous servants to Miss Carol," Fairfield, Rider,
Venture, and Lacy in the Caroline horse-racing play, Hyde Park.
Two other significant character types are the libertine lord and the
cuckolded hus!-..a.nd. The first is exemplified by Caroline Lord A
(The Lady of Pleasure) and the Restoration Lord Dartmouth (Sir Martin—
Mar-all). The cuckolded busbarri is enacted by Caroline Lord Bornwell
(The Lady of ":•leasurc) and by the Restoration Pinchwife and Sir Jasper
Fidret of The Ccuntry
Duplications of all types of character ef both Caroline men and
41.
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women are found in the Restoration period. Thus, there is a great deal
of parallelism between the character types portrayed in the theater of
the two periods.
Yet, in each period little relationship between the characters of
the comedies and those cf the tragedies can be found. In fact, only in
'Tis Pity She's a Whore are found similar comic and tragic characters:
Hippolita and Annabelle cuckold their husbands Richarcletto and Scoranzo,
and Annabelle is expecting a child out of wedlock. However, the dupli-
cations of stereotyped characters are as evident in the tragedies them-
selves as in the comedies. In the tragedies people of high birth abound.
These characters are not interested in the fashion of the day, but in high
noble thought and deeds, and in real love and honor. "They are un-
ecpalled in valour, they scorn pain and danger, but their actions are
raided by knightly nunrtilio."
109
No serious play is without a king, high nobleman, or general;
indeed, several of the plays have all three. The Caroline kings are
Roberto (The Maid of Honour) and the King of Sparta (The Broken Heart);
the Restoration kings are Hildebrand (The Unfortunate Lovers), The Inca
of Peru (The Indian Queen), and Montezuma (The Indian Emperor). Nobles
of the two perir-1 .. are Caroline Sciolto (The Platonik Lovers), Grimaldi
109
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('Tio tly  a Whore), and Ferdinand (The Maid of Honour), and
RectorPtion Al.tophil (The Unfortunate Lovers). The many soldiers
n.s.cessary for the heroic battles are led by Theancier (The Flatonik 
Lovers) and it des (The Broken Heart), Caroline generals who paral-
lel Tzeleeita, a Restoration general in The Indian Queen. Rangones (The
Unfortunate Lovers) of Restoration drama and Rodergio (The Maid of
Hanour) of Car*line Drama are captains.
Members of the royal families were also numerous. Nearchus
(The Broken Heart) and Bert°?do (The Maid of Honour), of Caroline
royalty, and Acacia (The Indian Queen), Guyrnar (The Indian Emperor),
Ocarnar (The Irreiian Emperor), and Ascoli (The Unfcrtunate Lovers) of
Restoraeen tragedy are princes; Caroline Calantha (The Broken Heart),
Ora.zi (The Indian Queen), and Cydaria (The Emperor) of the Restr.efttien
pe,..riod are princesses.
In the tra-eedies of these two periods, beautiful, chaste, and noble
maidens are plentiful. In these tragedies is a decided change of pace,
for few chaste maidens can be found in the comedies of the middle 1600'8.
The Caroline "fair maidens" are Aurelia (The Maid of Honour), Euphanea
(The Broken Heart), Eurithea (The Flatonik Lovers), and Philotes ('Ti.
121.ly She's a Thore). Their counterparts are Almeria (The Indian E..rnperor),
Arnorantha ('T: ". ity She's a Whore), and Arithopia (The Unfortunate
Lovers), whe are Restoration damsels.
While the comedies use a churchman for marrying only, the
tragedians use Lim for religioue purposes. In the tragedies, he is a
33
man who can help in trying circumstances. The Caroline priests are
Paulo (The Maid of Honour) and Bonaventura ('Tis Pity She's a Whore)•
Spanich priest makes up the Restoration offering.
There can be no mistake that the dramatists of the Restoration
period were influenced by the Caroline playwrights. Many similarities
an.d even exact duplications of stereotyped characteristic naxnee, stereo-
typed occupational names, and stereotyped characters have been observed
in the two periods. Foreign influence on names is also prevalent. Perhaps
the Carolineans took some of their characters from other periods. The
argument to be made is that the dramatists of the Restoration do not
110
break away suddenly from the old English standards as Long believes,
for in the depicting of characters, there is an undeniable continuity be-
tween the Caroline and Restoration drama.
Plot Incidents
A study of the plot incidents and an accounting of their recurrences
should reveal likenesses or differences between the plays of different
periods. Several plot incidents occur with sufficient frequency to warrant
the label of typical plot material. Of these one of the most popular inci-
dents of the Restoration plays is the use cf disguise. Often the disguises
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Restoration audiences enjoyed the practice imxnensely. No doubt some
of the disguises were weak, but the author who had no red reason to use
the disguise, inserted it only because the audience loved it.
Disguises were used in various ways--to fool a father to get his
daughter. to gain a desired husband or wife, to gain anonymity, or to
assume another's identity. Disguises were ao used to cover bad deeds
or illicit behavior.
In the Restoration, several examples of diRguisea I illicit
behavior are used. For example, rs. Pinchv.rife lets her husband
believe that she is his sister so that he will take his "sister" to meet
Horner for a rendezvouz in The Country Wife (1672). Marcel (The Dutel•
r. 1673) and Sir Simon Addlep,,t (Lve in a Wood, 1671) rr-:"fle
thgrrnselves in their cloaks in order to conceal their identity as they enjoy
the fruits of intrigue. In the Restoration, many of the 12.dies also use
masks as they enjoy 'park time" by looking for willing lovers.
Mrs. Pinchwife, Marcel, and Adcilepot duplicate the action of the
Caroline characters of Aurelia (The Guardia_n, 1642), who disguises her-
self, seduces Puny, and attempts to seduce Truman, and Lady Bornwell
(Lady of Pleasure, 1635), who masks herself while Kickshaw visits her
WINN&
boudoir. Maskt. .re also commonly used by Caroline ladies when they
ro to the theater or when they to to seek other diversions.
Two similar disguises of assuming another's identity which occur
in the Restoration Sir Mzetin N'_zr-all (1667) and the Caroline The Cruarc:ian
40
(1642) show again the closeness of these two periods. Sir Martin Mar-cll
(Sir  Martin 1.'_ar-all), disguised as Moody's bastard son, and Warner, as
his friend, repeat a hilarious scene of two servants who pretend they
are Captain Blade's bastard son and friend (The Guardian). Two other
examples of assuming another's identity are Orgilus (The Broken Heart.
1632), who disguises himself as Techicus and Hippolyta (The Dutch Lover)
disguised as Alonzo.
Another exact parallel is the marrying of disguised couples. In
the Restoration. Millicent (Sir Martin Mar-all), who is to marry Mar-all,
decides she prefers the serving man Warner; therefore, in disguise. she
and her maid switch bridec-oorns who have disguised themselves to get
into Millicent's father's house. Another Restoration character. 12onzo
(The Dutch 1_,-ver), assumes the disguise of /-iaunce, the rria.n who is the
choice of Euphemials father and marries Euphernia. The real Hauxics
and his man Goad wear masks as they marry the masked Olinda and
Dorice. Caroline Awcier-y and Pol Martin (A Tale of a Tub, 1633) marry_
In disguise because Pc;1 does not want Awdery to know him, and he dis-
guises Avrdery to prevent her suitors from recognizing her. In thss
Caroline play, The Guardian, Aurelia's father plans for her to marry
Truman. but Lucia wants him for her hushand, assumes Aurelia's identity,
and marries Truman.
Mary cf the eisr-vises in the two periods are weal:; yet ethers are
clever, and nearly all are arnusinj. The middle seventeenth century
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artist took advantage of the preference of his audience and filled his
pages with incidents of disguise. As research and exa.rnples 6how. the
Restoration !ran-latist did not deviate from the pattern. In using thirty-
nine disguises in five plays. the Restoration playwrights followed the
trend set by the Caroline writers who used twenty-nine disguises in seven
plays. Consequently, there are many resemblances between the two
period' in their use of disguise.
There are times when it is difficult to differentiate between mistaken
identity and disguise intended for that purpose or resulting from it. Since
disguises are responsible for numerous mistaken identity incidents, many
of these incidents have been listed as disguiees. Only the outstanding
examples of mistaken identity which show characters clisceverieg they
ape really someone other than the person they thought they were are
discussed. There are also two instances of characters mistaking
another character for someone else.
Mistaken identity as a plot incident is a good criterion for corn-
parative study because there are numerous similar incidents in both
periods. Alonzo (The Dutch Lover) in the Restoration era discovers
the identity of his parents from whom he was stolen as a baby. 6i1vio
(The Dutch Lover), said to be Ambroisio's bastard son, is really the
son of Ambriosio's admired friend. Montezuma in the RestoreIon
heroic-drarna, The Indian Queen (1664), is unsure of his parentage until
he learns that he is the son of the good Mexican Queen Amsria. Similar
ON,
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incidents are corrunon in Caroline drama. One incident is the mistaken
identity of Placentia, Lady Lo.. tone's niece, and Pleasance, the gossip's
daughter, inThe Magnetic La-: . The goesip had switched their cradles
when they were babies, and tkee'Irtia Placentia had been known for years
as the maid, Pleasance. Thfl e Placentia was really the maid Pleasance.
Two incidents of bloodti):-.. -'i rc.7.22.Iting from mistaken identity further
emphasize the parallelism of periods. Silvio (The Dutch Lover),
a Restoration character, is nearly killed because M.arcell thought it wzis
he in Clarinda's apartment. In the earlier Caroline period Bergetto ('Tis
Pity She's a Whore, 1633) ia killed because Grimaldi mistakes him for
Sora.nzo, It is quite obvious that the mistaken identity incidents are
similar in Elie two period.
The plot incident of inice.:f:cn identity proves to be a springboard
for unlimited action and other plot incidents. Just as the baby switching,
as a plot incident, is tied up with mistaken identity, the latter is closely
associated with screen scenes. The screen scene was used 'loth as a
cause and a means of discover mistaken identity, and in either case
,7*
it was always good for a latter., -
The eighteen screen scenes in the plays considered show that this
plot incident was popular in both perios. Further study %rill continue to
show the similarities of kind screen scenes used in the twoxerfo4e.,
The playwrir,hts had chs:ecters hidoer behind the hanginge, the
doors, and the trete, and in the dark. Occarionally, the earesdroppme
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heard pertinent information that was vitz,1 to the plot; at ot.her times he
heard only lovers' conversations or was only checking on his mate's
activities which excluded him. Some eavesdroppers were advised to hide,
either to listen or not to be discovered.
Regardless of the types of scenes used, the parallels remain. 
Restorationdramatic plots are advanced as Marcel (The Dutch Lover)
hears his brother reveal his love for his sister, and as Guyomar (The
Indian Emperor, 1665) discovers that his brother and their girl friend
are plotting to aid the enemy. Vital to the plot in Caroline drama is the
screen scene in which Compass (The ).:aenetic Lady) learns the truth
about the mistalzen identity of Placentia and Pleasance.
F_svidenee cf the Caroline influence on the Restoration drama is
shown in The Ball, in which Lady Lucina has Colonel Winneld hide behind
the hanging to lieten to her make fools cf her suitors, and in The Country
Wife of the Restoration period in which Ouak hides at Homer's command
and listens to Homer make r,-,01e of the ladies who seek his attentions.
Further examples of this practice are found in Restoration Valentina
(1....ewe in a Wool) and Warner (sir Martin Mar-all). and in Caroline Trier
(Hyde Park), Cutter (The Guardian), and Orgilus (The Broken Heart)..
who hide thernsr'-es and listen to lovers' conversations. Restoration
Pinchvrife (The Country Wife) and Caroline bonavent (Hyde Pr...r3:) learn
of their wires* activities throurh eryeedroppinr: in a screen scene.
An analyeis of screen scenes pcints clearly to the fact that the.
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two periods were closely similar in their choice of plot incidents. In
fact, screen scenes were use -1 in si:: Caroline and five Restoration plays.
Du.Aing and i'ighting, eilgrocsing activities which engaged numerous
members of the populace in ar,h period, naturally found their way into
the plot incidents of the two periods. In all of the plays except The Broken
Heart, The Mid of Honour, and The Country Wife, there are dueling
incidents. In The Broken Heart and The Maid of Honour, dueling and
fighting have taken place in faraway battles, but none occurs on staf.:_e.
The love of adventure, the excitement of bloodshed, and the disp:..y
of Lravery were inherited by tf!! Restoration audieuces and w,ritere from
the audiences and writers. For example, h'..rs. Behnis
Restoration comedy, The Dutch Lover boasts earht Fword fights.
Drawcensir of The Reheark - 1 (1671), which mocks the heroic-drama,
k)iis a whole army singlehancit 'ly. Valentine (Love in a Wood.) flees to
France because he think,:. he h.as killed a rival. Very similar scenes
take rAece i the Caroline drama, and Doggrel and Cutter (The Guardian).
Grimaldi and Vasquez ('Tis 1y She's a Whore), Plylcmont and Meander
(The Platonic Lovers, 1635) bead the long list of duelist*.
Because duelirul end fighting were so much a pert of life from 1632
to 1673, it is only natural the.t it would prove to be an incident Mcorpo•
rated in nearly E.11 the plays studies&
1*.n3ther fe...vortte plot ins7i.;ent of four Caroline plarrriGhts was the
hu•ines• of mi.rrying or attemirtitg t4., marry widows for money. This
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action wae copied by Wyclierley in Love in a Wood. As the Caroline
dranizAi:As Lad suitors fail to get their widows, Wycherley also had
more suitors than widows for thein to marry. Matching incidents in
the twc periods verify the fact that the two periods are a great deal alike.
Sir Simon Addlepot (Love in a Woo) and Captain Blade (The Cruardian),
who have lost all their money by free living, marry widows Flippant and
Widow the Puritan.
Corresponding incidents of immorality are recorded in both
Restoration ard Caroline drama. Restoration characters Kistress
Martha Gripe (Love in a Wood) ad Christian (Sir Martin Mar-all) are
expecting illegitimate children; Caroline character Placentia (The
Mi-.,-,netic Lady) actually has a child out of wedlock in the play's curse
cc-action. However, no Restora.t ion play surpasses, or even quite fully
equa.ls, the disgrace of Caroline character Annebella ('Tis Pity She's a
Whore), who is carryinr, her brother's child.
The Restoration husbands, Pinchs.vife (The Co, untry Wife) and f.r.
Jas?er Fidget (The Country Wife) were•not the first husb,anclas.GPSO.
cucko:d. Their ancestors in the Caroline period were cuckold husbands
Richardetto ('Tic Pity Shelf! a Whore), Soranzo ('Tis Stie's a Whore),
and Lord Bornwell (The Ladv cf. Pleasure*
Micit sexual affairs abound as evicienced by the fact that twenty.
eight ci.arz.ctcre arc involved in everat en pot incifier.ts cf illicitlove
affairs in the two periods. uch affairs cccur in the Caroline period.,
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and eleven in the Restoration. The numerous thwarted affairs that have
not been counted because they did not quite happen would, if included,
make the sex element more prominent than it is. What appear to be
specific borrowings are noted in the Restoration duplications of the actions
of three Caroline adulteresses—Lady Bornwell (Lady of Pleasure),
Hippolita ('Ti: Pity She's a Whore), and Annebella ('Tis Pity She's a
Whore). Mrs. Pinchwife (Tho Country Wife), Lady Fidget (The Country
Wife). and Lord Dartmouth (Sir Martin Mar-all) all commit adultery in
the Restoration plays.
Bailey ctates that the Restoration plays were "coarse and even
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immoral." No one will argue that pcint, but evidence of exact paral-
leis tends to prove that immorality flourished in the plot incidents of the
Caro/ine plays as well, and that these incidents were actually the fore-
runners of the immoral incidents of the Restoration plays which followed.
It is interesting to diecover that plot incidents provide a better
basis for coc...--,pariug L serious plays of the two periods than do the other
char..cteristica, The two plot incidents, which are nacre a e rociated with
the serious playc than with th, comedies are the incidents of pursuit of
II
noble maidens and heroic deaths. Although these plays deviate from th•
• 
another; and the similarities >f the plays in both periods remain.
comic pattern, the serious plays cf both periods are still z-llied with one
ili Bai)ey, .22.. cit., p.
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Emphasizing the fact that the similarities do exist are the plot
fncidente! of ten neble maidens pursued in three Restoration tragedies
(only three were considered. for study) and in an equal number of Caroline
p1 ays. Six noble maidens in The Broken Heart, The Maid of Honour, and
The Platonik Lovers are pgarsued by one or more gentlemen, and several
Restoration heroes also seek the favor of four noble maidens in The Indian
Oueen, The Indian Emperor, and The Unfortunate Lovers (1668).
Five heroic death incidents are noted in the three tragedies of the
Restoration as compared to four heroic Caroline deaths. Nearly all the
Restoration characters grandly stab themselves, but Arthiopa. iThis
UnfortunzIte Lovers) is a victim of the broken heart epidemic vzhicli
started in the Caroline Period with Cala.ntha (The Droken Heart) •i_sl
./lim.••••=•••••••••••
Florio (iTis a Pity, Shr:fs a Whore). Ford, "who craved for novelty in
horror, "
11 2 
has Penthea (The Broken Heart) drP..rnatically starve her.
self. He also has Orgilus, a condemned criminal who gets to choose his
own death method, choose to bleed to death and Ict his own
Pursuit of noble maidens and heroic death plot incidents aret
ingreclits for tragedy write. S. Certainly, the Caroline tragediame
did not refrain from using them, and neither did Dryden, Howard, and
D'Avenant hesitate to follow in their footsteps.
Close ar.alyses of the Restoration plays st.:died show that the
112
Nic0U, Briti.h Drarn, p. 151.
.010.
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writers in that period e!.d not alter their course but eteered in the same
direction the Caroline writers had chartec7.
Immorality ard Obscenity
Immorality and obscenity are not lirr ited to the characterizations,
names, and plot incidents of ti,e Caroline arid Restoraticn
Numerous passages deal with immoral actions which have taken place,
those that arc to take place, and these that the characters wieh would
take place. The characters' immoral thoughts, actions, and obscene
language dominated the sta!es in both periods.
If one may judge by what happened in the theaters. the societies of
the two eras were pre-occupied with sex and indecenc.r. One desirtbia
trait of the times apparently was the mastering of the art of lov.e.
•
Londoners of all classes went to great or..“.!s t..) cultivate this "social
grace." Ferdinand, in Shirley's The Lady of Pleasure (1635), who has
been abroad lipF ChOUlt has not been schooled in the English court ways,
and i Z-27X:10t1 g to complete his education. His steward offers eits
'suggestion as crick way to tears`
If you finds sir,
Tly! cperarion of the wine exalt
Your blooc*. to the T:ezire of any ferr.alo
..t. I 1.now your aunt will nct cal"
Any of her chambermaids to pra.ctice cau
113She lover you but too welL.
Leeiv cf IL
- SMrlev. T Mermaid 5criee, ed
rAmt,nd GOSIC (....,onriont T. I i‘Ther p.
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Shirley continues to hold up the mirror to the times with Kickshaw
and Lord A, who further ernph,-..size the way of the court. Lord A has
been an abstainer since Mc mistress died, but he debates whether he
should again indulge in the maili activity of the court. Kick.s.haw urges
him on as he says:
Prepare his lady,
tTi 5 time he were reduced to the old sports
One lord like him would undo the court.i*
The Lady of Pleasure, III, it
In transitional D'Avenant's The Plato:lick Lovers, GridoneLl,
has been away to school, has never seen a woman. When he does see
se,rne women for the first time, he does not know what they are; but he
believes they must be angels. His father, who wants him to have some
fire in his veins, gives CAdonell a potion—a heady draught. The father
Sciolto accompliehe• his ryurpose, for after the son drinks the potion,
no one is safe to be around him. Gridenell does not attend a wedding
115
because he is afraid he will ravish the bride. When Gridernea finds
he cannot }Jaye any of his compe.nions' sistera for hit 7.Irpose, be enlists
them in another se-heme.
Gridonell: Well, gentlemen, you must each stand eentindi
Ciose at the laundry door &no bring me the




Sir William D'Avenant, The Dramatic Werke of Er
D'Aveneni. in "Drtrr.atiets f+f tirt kestorotten" H. Sotheraa
end (.ompany, 1772), 1, 74.
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Arnold: Gladly! We love thi en-Iployrner.t, sir.
The Platcnicl: Lovers (1635), TV
Not only did the dandies cultivate the art of lovemalein;, but the
seventeenth century was also an age of wit. The courtiers cf both
Carleses' courts prided themselves on their cleverness. However, in
this time of sordid values, obscenity was often mistaken for wit. In fact,
JOZ6071 is cognizant of this fact as he describes his physician:
The slave of rneney, a buffoon in manners 117
Obscene in lange.age, which he vents for wit.
The Maenetic Lady (1632), I
Bayee, the playwright, who satirizes Dryden, in the .Restoration The
Rehearsal tells how he wrote his play:
...I reade 'em .11 tall; bawdy--Ha, ha, be.. -
be.a&t.lv , rice.-nright bawdy upon the sta.ge, y
ha, ha, ha! but %vit,h CZ' infinite deal of wit,
that I must say. I "
The Pebeareal (1671), III. iv




Yelix E. Schelling (ed.), Ben Jonson's Plays (New York.:
E. P. Dutton and Company, Inc., 574.,
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Dotgald Macmillan and Howard Mu_-nforci Jones
Plr• vs Cr t'ee Reet, re7ieri enrl ri•-hteer•h Ceeter— ('4evy York: 19311 ,
p.
You herd with wit:, you z.re o'Jescenity
Pll over. 119
Tic: Country Wife (1672), II, i
Not only did the wits dif. course vu/early. but their Actions and
thoughts suited their language, and their philosophies were in. tune with
the times. Horner, a Restorz.16on wit, expounds the thought of his age:
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Whores z.re only hated by each other,
The Country Wife, 111. ii-
Many of the wits are categorized in Dogrel'e Caroline description of
Colonel Blade,
If whoring, drinking, poverty, cowardice Le
quaditiez, he's ore of the bet cuzlified rn•eis
1.
in the Christian world. 
1 1
The C-u-r-4.1^-: (1441). 11T, v
aid Harcourt expresses Ca,. IL-_ctoration philosophy thus:
. . I have other designs upon v7otne9 „2
than eatir F4 and drinking with them.
The Country Wife,
5/
Akilhough men had desirfne on woznen other than eating actd clrirrltbss.
119
'William V.'yc),erley, The Country Wife  ID,  William Wycherlezi,





.'.. I% Waller (ed. ), Cnrvlev, L'seevc, and •
Sur rv Vcrse:-. (Carnbridge: Or...iversity -ies*. 19(b), p. 171.
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Wycnerley, 22. cit.. p. 38.
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marriage was considered dull, in so much as 
mistreeses and lovers
were extremely fashionable as evidenced by Mrs. Pin
 chwife's state-
ment:
I've got the London di seaee :they call love,
I arn sick of ry husbazid.
The Country Wife, IV,. iv
Olinda also has her ideas on marriage.
On easy terms perhaps, but this marrying I d
o
not like; 'tie like roing on a long voyage to se
a,
where after awhile even the clams are distastef
ul,
and the storms clanrerous: one eeicIorn set5
 a new
object, 'tic still a deal of sea, sea; husband
, 124
husba_n(1, every one's quite cloye
d with it.
The Dutch Lover (1Z.72.), III. i
Whereas icarriame was unidshionable, s...hores
 and whoreho....ses
ippear to be the rage of the. riocl. Bawdy houses 
are frequently
mantic:med in the pie ys of the Eestoraticn and Caro
line periods. In Hyde
Park (l632) Shirley makes a reference to Strove 
Tuesday. which was
noted for riotous conciuct of London apprentices
 who used to attack the
125
brothel.. It is interetti.•.- to note, however, tha
t the authorecs of
The Dutch Lo..-cr, Mrs. A&-ira. Behn. is the first 
writer in either period






Mrs. Anhra B__thrt (New York: 'in( tarovc .r7ese, 190), p. 15.
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Nason, 22. cit., p. 20.6.
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Whoring was mentioned as casually as bowling is today. In the
plays considered the word whore or one of it, synonyms e. g. strumpet,
prostitute, fire.vhip queen, harlot, wench--is used more than 170 times.
Mistress has not been included in the count because rniEtress is used in
several ways--as direct address for lady, as lover or as common equiva-
lent for girl friend. Whoredom and whorerraster were also used quite
frequently. A favorite epithet was "son Cl a whore."
Although whoring seemed to be the natinal sport, the second member
of the lovemaking team was not usually a prostitute. Oft-times she was a.
grand lady seeking adventure as was Lady Bornwell, who is Shirley's
Lady of pleasure. Restoratic,-, Lady Fidget iE also a prime example.
La.dy Fidgct: HOV7 saucy fellow,
Would you 7rong my honor?
126
Horner: If I could. (He doe s .3
The Country Wile, 1, i
In the two periods both men and women were propositioned on stage.
To add to this lewd atrn.)sphere, Shirley approaches incest in The .1..atir
of Pleasure as Ferdinand in d drunken fit of passion propositions his amt.
Ferd: My blood is rampant too, I must court
somebody.
As good my aunt as any other body.
Lndy Where have you been, cousin?
126
V.'ycherlev, co. rt., p. k
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Ferd: At the Bridge-foot, where our fi
rst
health began
To the fair Aretian whose sweet comp
any
Was wished by L11. Vs'e coul::: not get a 
lay.
A tumbler, a device, a bona roba,
For any money: drawers were g7.-own
We wanted our true finks, ivad our vagari
es--
Ferd: Ito hi& aunti
I first salute you.
You have a soft ha.nd4 madam: are you so
All over
Ferd: You have a couch or pallet: I 
can shut
The chamber door. Enrich a stranp,er, 
when
Your nephew's coming into play.
1,
• ••• 4
Are you so coy to your own flesh and bl
ood?
The Lady of Pleasure. V. i
More tha.-2 4ixty-five Caroline convereations
 occur in which the
as...racier* make arrangements to sleep wi
th each other. ii(...wever,
thvre are only nine actual. consummations. 
Seventy -fire prerpositions
vprerie matte in the- rtestorati:a neri•A; u-1v elaven were rnacie actu
-
alities. Stranfe as it may seern(it has bee
n shovr. earlier that the
tre„gedies are rema:kably cleax.), the trap
,edies w+.ich were included La
eli:. count contruted greatly to the total
 number of both propusitions
an( ccrairumroaticrty.
127
.2. cit.. pp. 342-345.
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Sir Simon and Flippant offer a scene typi
cal of the plays of the two
periods. Flippant has gone to the park, as
 do many of tho characters,
to look for intrigue. She finds Sir Simon
. who suits her purpose.
Simon: Are you not a fireship, a punk., 
madam?
Flippant: Well, tir, I love raillery.
Flipp!--nt: Put let re tell you, those that
 deal freely
indeed, take a woman by--
Simon: What, what, what, wh.-.Ar
Flippant: -?,y the hand—and lead her asid
e.
Now I ,azderttand you, come along thea.
Love in r:V ood (1671), i
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V.rycherley, not r_..orrten.t to /et Ms eharact,rs
 proposition each other and
then talk about their prurniscuity, goes a
 bold step further. in The
Cou..ntry Wife he lets his character who is ma
king love off stage converse
with her husband on stare. 1Jy Fidget goes 
off stage end locks the door
v.-i•on Sir Janne:, her husiv.tnd, comes.. Horne
r, her lover who pretends
is coing to slip up on her through the hack doo
r. Sir Jasper
r_ 7719 his
7,•ifc! He is coming into you
the back wall...
I,et him come, and welcome1 irhc
srLy he wilt
123
V:. C. Wood (ed.), 1.--.11:7_rn V.-ycher:ey's 111..s in th
e Mermaid
Series (London: T. Fisner L.,
 Litt). pi
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Sir Jasper: He'll catch you, and tlfC you
I'ougniy and be too strung io; you.
Lady Fidget: Don't trp:tible yourself, let him if1‘.9
he can.
The Country Wife, Iv, Hi
No stone is left unturned as every potential aspect for dirt i
s
embraced. Much of the immorality exhibited is subtle or hidden i
n
figaree of speech. There are tiznes, however, when the playw
right
makes no effort to conceal },is thoughts with eunhony or clev
erness.
1: anyone has a tendency to believe that the Restoration iE more 
naughty
than the Caroline period, he can easily discover that he is wrong.
 For
instance, Caroline Ben Jonson did not dra.w the line at vulgarit
y. Even
'.-wentieth century reader may feel that Jensen is unnecessarily coe.re
e
when be advises Madam 1-7 ctation to
13Ci
have patievce but a piecing while..
The li_atrnetic Lady,, I
Jenson and the Restoration Dryden were equally free with plain 'simple
words. Dryden ia Moody tell nib frieni:17.
1St
Teach your gra.ndarn bow to piss.
Sir Martin Mar-all (1667), IV. d
12/
Wyclverley.a. cit., iv. 63?-41e.
13'M
Shelling, Ben Jonson's Hal.; Ii, 519.
134
Scott,. cit., 111. p. 213.
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Damn, as, visti and urine are words commonly
 used in both periods.
On the other hand, it was quite common for 
Jonson and contempo-
raries, as well as the ;:estoration dramatists, t
o hide their dirt by
cleverly playing with words and usiug, crude 
comparisons and other apt
figures of speech a:nth lewdness as an end resu
lt. These vary from
cleverly risque, to disgustingly filthy. The tr
agedies, usually exempt
from low-mindedness, are also guilty of this 
vulgarity.
Shiriey's ch.a.racters do not escape without s
uggestive speeches as
they speak in his horse-racing play Hyde Park. 
Julietta and Lord B
are betting:
Julietta: Your lordship is very confident.
Lord B: lay with you, too.
13:
Trier: Li ct with her he means (aside).
Hyde Park, III,
Cefwley's Pit.ny uses this metaphor to describe his 
love conquest:
I scal'd the walls, entered the tc1A-51,
and left a sari gcm the re, I hops. "
•
The Guardia224 I!I vii.
In The Ball (1632) Lucia& has been making fools of
 her guitars and
tee.sin7, them; Rostock accuses her7
Thou dost ri3c me*
132
hason, clt. p. :13,
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and Lucina a...iswers incredolo,:sly:
134
I ride roen ?
The EzJI, III
Another play on the word occurs in the tragedy 711e Maid of Honour
(1632) as Carniola apologizes to SylIi.
CarethAa: I mean not to ride you.
Sylli: Nor I your little la.diship, 'till. you have
Performed the Covena.nte, "'
The Maid of Honour, I. ii
•••••••••••.•••••+0111.
In The Maid of Honour, Conzas:z... shows cleter-rnination in an indecent
••••••••••••••••••
.phr &Re.
Gonr.av.: ... Ha, I'll rnurnbl-e
A prayer or tW, az crosse myselfe,
and then
3
Thc.P..:,-1-.4 the devil fart fire, have at hirn.
h e Maid of Honour, IV, vi
In another Caroline trage,..iy„ Bergetto's speech k.a.8 implied mesa:ling.
Bergetto: car re I --tickled you. I 'faies
134
Richard HPrrie Sht-rherd (ed. ), The. V: or k s of Ge, orce C-haprnan
(London: Savill Edward and Company, 1874), 1, 501.-
13S
Messincer. The Maid of lioncror ed. Eva A. W. Bryn.
(London: R. Clay and Sons, 1.44-.. 1927)7 p. 17.
1 I bid., p. L.
- oar- Woo. •  •••• •••_111.41,11.0.
Poggio: (aside to Bergetto)
But stwere better you had tickled her
in an place."'
'Tis Pity She's c Whore (1633), U, vi
Ben Jonsc,h in his efforts to appeLl to his degraded ar.cli
cnce uses
various figures of speech to achieve his purpose. Here Jans
on uses an
uncouth metaphor as Puppy says that he is har.7ry.
Puppy: I an with child of a huge etcrnach and long
Till by some honest rniciwife niece of beef
L:4
I be delivered of it.
A Tale cf a Tub (1633). III, v
Jonson's Itwdery seems angry when her suitor says that he is
 finished,
done wIth her.
Awdery: Done with mei
I do rid•!fy you, so I do, to say
You have done with me...12'9
A Tale of a 'rub,
0411•••••
Placentia, the strumpet of Janson's The Marnetic Lady whose
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Placentia.: And will you rnalze a vicountese too, sir?
How do they ie a cou.ntess; in a chair,
Or on a be:‘?
140
Sir Both wayr, sweet bird; I'll show you.
The lvf.a.-netic Lae-, I
As has been stated throughout this study, the Restort.tion plays were
certPinly not exempt from obscenity. One lewd e::-..a.rnple of double meaning
comes from Love in a Wood. Gripe, the lecher, has told Lucy, whose
mother has sold her to Gripe, that he has come to fiddle.
I don't see your fiddle. tir; where is
your little kit.
141
Cz-ipc: 1,11 cllocc, it thee presently. sweetest.
[And he chases her around the chairj
Love ir. s v'ood III, iii
A rather interesting simile is also fotaqd in Love in a Wood
Ranger: Incredulous envy! Thou. srt ao e1?viou5
1.;
Ab a: impotent lecher at a wedning. -
Lave in e Wood, IV, v
Sir Martin Mar-811 carries on the Restoration tradition with
Warners speech..
If my matter rete her out, I warre.nt hev,









is at eiLher of the houses.
143
Sir Martin Mar-all, III, i
In the same play, Pose speaks of marriage to Warr.cr
Rose: ...or, serving-man like, ready to carry
up the hot treat for your master, and then
to fall upon the cold yourself.
Warner: I know not what you call the cold, but I
believe I hall find warm work on't. 
144
Sir Martin It.f_ar-all, IV, i
An example of the great lengths to which the dramatists would
go with their sordidness is found in Buckingham's bawdy poetry'
Bayes:
61
So bear and sow, when any storm is nigh
Snuff up, al-id rrnell it ratherin7 in the sky.;
Bear beei-sons sow to trot in cherat grove.,
And there consummate their unfinished loves.
Pensive, in mud, they wallow ail 145
And snort and gr=tle to es.ch other's moe.ns.
The Pehearsrl,
Well over a thousand eyarnples of in-.rnoraliry ami obscenity could
be cited in both the Caroline Akar! Restoration plays. 'Die examples given
only tap the source, but they re representative of th.: plays and Ow
periods. Several noteworthy t-yainples were omitted because -Nf 1,4%7,04
for some of the most lustful r)oti; Urea are pages long. Other passages
would need a grc lea' of exolanc..tion because, out of context, they are












Burton readily asserts that the Restoration playwrights with
their "boudoir atmosphere that has tainted perfume removes the
m
146
from the morning freshness of the Elizabethans." Investigation,
however, shows that the moz-rli7. irech_ness of the late Elizabethan
had come tainted perfume ae wc..11. Debauchery did nct spring alive
sir-..ultaneously with the reopening of the theaters. It was already there
1
waiting for the theatere to open, because the Elizabethans were not as
innocent as Mr. Burton or.c.. think.
The se-re-nth century pl.....;wrightc did not suddenly decide to write
smutty plays as soon as the '.hehters recpenel in 1660. Their pa thw a y s
had already been marked by their predecessors. the Caroline poets:
jonson, Shirley. Massinger, r_nd Ford. Jonson's and Shirley's comedies
were not written with clean r)ens, and neither were Ford's and Massirger's
tragedies. Although the Caroline tragedies noint to the Restoraticro. heroic
147
dramas, a cornpe.rison the tragedies of the two periods shows that
the Be.storation tragedies were more moral than the Carolise 
tracedieg.
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Richard Burton1 fi-ne to See a Play (New York: The Mae:anima
Company. IW.5). pp. 6S-%.
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There is no doubt that the comedies of the two periods are of the
same vintage. It ha.s elrear=2y been Lscertair.ec:', by several critics that
"whz.~.t passed for ccmedy in the Restoration was of the jonsonian type,
14'3
the comedy of manners. " Archer, indeed, points out that "Ben Joneon
was the paramount influence in the comedy of the early yzars of the
Restoration. "
149 
He goes on to state that:
Both in comedy and in tragedy, the influence
of Beaumont and Fletcher and of Massinper was
very etron-. Middleton and Shirley had their
imitators. .1'9
It Deems that Jonsonts and Shirie-is drarnas were cruder examples of
the social comedy which were followed in the Restoration by a genuine
151
comedy of manners.
Never did one period derive more directly from
another than did the Pectoration period from the
Ja.cobePn and Caroline.l'2
This review of the opinions expressed by some of the authorities
on seventeenth century drama shows that a majority of them saw
Restoration drama as a continuation of the Caroline period. However,
sufficient disagreement occurred t warrtnt the further study whick
has been made.
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Archer, op. cit., p. 141.
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1"Metcalf, 92. cit., p. 249.
1 SZ
Archer, 92. cit., p. 141.
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The detailed comparison of the many cha.racte..-istics common to
thec: two periods has provided ample basis for drawing some definite
conclusions.
In the naming of cha.rz...etere and in the use of stereotypes, the
Restoration dramatists showed a marked indebtecines& to the Caroline
dramatists.
In plots and plot incidents, involving disguise, mistaken identity,
screen scenes, dueling and fighting, marrying widows ior money,
illegitimate births, cuckoldry, illicit sexual affairs, pursuit of noble
miele.r_.2, and heroiz de;:_ths the Restoration writers duplicate,i over and
over similar items of the Caroline period. True, some deviations
occt...r but deviations can be found within tile EJeriods thernselvez. Defi-
nite I ','ship between the two periods is present. 1.5kenesses in the use
of these ten plot incidents show,unmistzkably that the theater of the
Restoration period was the direct descendant, yes, younger brother of
the Caroline theater.
Obscer.ity, a characteristic usually attributed primarily to this
Re.ati,mi drama, was jt..st as pred;,rniriant in the Caroline plays se
in those of the Restoration. Immorality was not =joule in either period.
Obvinusly, the best incredient for guaranteeing
the al..ention of a Restoration audience was sew.
Politics was next be..but for a sure fire job4
ha zI better be *es.
rt Phelps. " Selected _IC ritiras. of time
Annra Ler--. (New York: 'Ike Crove tress, 19,C). p.
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Phelps's philoscphy 2.160 secine to have been stringently practiced by
the Ca.- roline dramatiste. :.eas the focal pc,int of both the pre-
Cromwellian and post-Cror::!wellian societies. Therefore, it is no
surprise that the dramas written between 1632 and I671 reflected these
societies.
Alter intense comparative study of Caroline and Restoration drama,
one can assuredly say that although there was a physical breach in the
drama for nearly twenty years, the continuity in ccncepts remained. The
characteristics of the Caroline drama were continued much the same,
perhaps, as if the theater had uever closed. In the Restoration plays,
the characters particl'pated in the same activities as had the Caroline
characters, wit% Caroline characteristics and slightly altered Caroline
names. As their depreved a.ctivities rriushroorned, the charters in
both periods lamented only becs.use they had been caught.
The dramas written in these two periods were not as remotely
related as the textbooks and some careless critics would have OTt e think.
The findings of research subetantiate the fact that these two periods
werc closely related in nearly-every arnect of drama.
True, the comedies of Congreve and Wycherley are different fla
boxte ree,pects from the Elizal,ethan dramas. „Tongan wrote Lis last
ply in 1633, Shirley his last in 16.2. Nearly forty years after Janson.*
lart !!ay end c_lenoet thirte years after Sh:rliev't :Wyche rley wrote his
firt,•. Taster chadre—even in drama. But the point to be made is Me
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these chazires did not take place suddetdy. The theaters did not closu
upon a pure sociz:ty, but a society which influenced the theater so much
in its licentious ways that the Puritans closed the theaters.
It wa alrnost a generation -7.;er that the theaters reopened, but if
the nature of the drama is a reliz:..10e index. the Puritan interlude had
little effect upon life ci.:-•land and almost none upon the
playwrights eard the theater-going
It ie easy to follow the cliche and say that after eighteen years
of suppression and forced morality,, the media of er.tert7inment re-
botreded with excel-.;sive naughtiness, surpassing anything hitherto known.
Thie„ however, is net exactly the case. The !acts indicate that had a
theatergoer of 1642 played Rip Van Winkle, be cbuld not have discovered
by the plays he saiv twenty years later that be had slept more than the
usual eizht hours,
conclueion is stroported by at least or,e oqtetandint critic.:
".;•he Restoration, in a leery real sense markie
an epoch in the history et English drama., but nee
suite in the crave which the Manuals of lite ratunt
are apt to kiziggest. We are commonly given t*
understand that the c1ot-4am of the theaters 1-uring
the Civil War caused a sudden and complete bre4+:
In the dramatic movement which had set in with
Marlowe, Greene and Peale serr& sixty yeas
earlier, and that a tot.-.11y new start was made ist
1660, under the predominant and deleterious in-
fluence of France. In a literary sense, this
almost wholly untrue, end no sertoue study- of dre_ma





Finally, then, it is evident thz.t the Puritan interlude mi.!), be
designated as a mere caesura in the cieveloornent cf Er.71ish Crania,
and although the Restoration period saw sorne pbysical innovations
on the English stage, the general nature of. the entertair.----ent cffered
was so little changed that one is tempted to speculate that a greater






The Bell 1632 James Shirley comedy
George Chapman
-de Park 1632 James Shirley comedy
The Maid of Honour 1632 Phillip Massinger tragedy
68
The Broken Heart 1633 John Ford tragedy 
The Manetic Lady 1633 Ben Jonson comedy
A Tala of a Tub 1633 Ben Jonson comedy
fTis 1211...q She's a Whore 1633 John Ford tragedy
The :Lady of P?easure 1635 James Sh.irley comedy
Tht Piatonik Lovers 1635 Sir William D'Avena.nt tr147i-cornedy
The Guardian 1642 Abraham Cowley comedy
R estoreti on
The Indian Queen 1664 John Dryden tragedy
The Indian Emneror 1665 John Dryden tragedy
Sir Mzrtin Kai -au 1667 John Dryden comedy
The Unfortunate Lovers 1668 Sir William D' Aven.ant tragedy
The Cou.ntry Wife 1671 William Wyche rley comedy
The Rehearsal 1671 Georr!et Villiers, burlesque
Duke of Buckingham
The Dutch Lover 1672 Anhrz... Behr, comedy
Love tli ; "ta'ood 1(..72 William ,Vycheri ey cornec.:y
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